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Abstract:

The complexity of the subset sum problem does not only depend on the lack of an exact algorithm that runs
in subexponential time with the number of input values. It also critically depends on the number of bits m of
the typical integer in the input: a subset sum instance of n with large m has fewer solutions than a subset sum
instance with relatively small m.
Empirical evidence from this study suggests that this image of complexity has a more fine-grained structure. A
depth-first branch and bound algorithm deployed to the integer partition problem (a special case of subset sum)
shows that for this experiment, its hardest instances reside in a region where informational bits are equally dispersed among the integers. Its easiest instances reside there too, but in regions of more eccentric informational
dispersion, hardness is much less volatile among instances. The boundary between these hardness regions is
given by instances in which the ith element is an integer of exactly i bits. These findings show that, for this
experiment, a very clear hardness classification can be made even on the basis of information dispersal, even
for subset sum instances with identical values of n and m. The role of the ‘scale free’ region are discussed
from an information theoretical perspective.

1

INTRODUCTION

The subset sum problem exists in many shapes
and forms, but always involves a set of integers
S = {x1 , x2 ...xi ...xn }, a target value t, and a summing
operation. Consider the following instance with
n = 8:
S = {1, 4, 9, 12, 17, 31, 41, 59} with t = 74
In its decision form (“Is there a subset of S that sums
up to t?”), the problem is in NP, because any given
solution can be verified for correctness in polynomial time (Garey and Johnson, 1979). The subset
{41, 31, 1} is not a solution, because it sums up to 73
and not 74. Neither is {59, 9, 4, 1} and again, verifying that it isn’t can be done quickly, by just summing
up the elements which takes polynomial time. Does
the above example have an exact solution at all?
Avoiding the direct answer to that question leads
to the slightly harder optimization problem (“Which
summed subset of S approximates t most closely?”).
This version of subset sum is NP-hard, and does not
a
b
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have a polynomial time verification procedure. Subset {41, 31, 1} might be the closest approximation, but
there’s no way of knowing for sure apart from summing all subsets of S, which is a cumbersome (nonpolynomial) operation.
This study focuses on the optimization problem,
with the additional requirement that t has the value
of the summed integers divided by two (which would
mean t = 87 in the above example). This version
is known as the partition problem1 , and traditionally
formulated as the task to split the set into two asequal-as-possible valued subsets. In this paper, we’ll
use an exact algorithm, guaranteed to deliver the best
possible answer, and measure runtimes to assess the
hardness of individual problem instances.
There is some previous work related to ours. Early
papers by Brickell (Brickell, 1984) and Lagarias and
Odlyzko (Lagarias and Odlyzko, 1985) define density on knapsack and subset sum instances, and a
more recent work by Tural on the closely related decision variant of subset sum also incorporates branch
and bound (Kemal Tural, 2020). His generation of
instances appears to be somewhat similar to that of
Zhang and Korf’s (Zhang and Korf, 1996), and al1 Or
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though that study is on ATSP, we feel that our current
work is most supplementary to theirs. We’ll elaborate
a little more on this in Section 6.
The major difference with previous studies lies in
the creation of instances. Historically, this is often
done uniformly random from a range of integers. In
this study, we’ll take a different approach. All instances in our experiment will have exactly 12 elements, exactly 78 bits of information, and are therefore supposedly equally hard. But by assigning an
explicit distribution to the informational bits of the elements xi ∈ S in an instance, we will show that this
distribution can also play a key role in the hardness
assessment of problem instances. The results of this
new approach makes us rethink the traditional hardness measures, maybe even classes, and opens up a
whole new dimension of research in algorithms and
instance hardness. There’s also an information theoretical perspective on the results, which we’ll highlight in Section 4.

2
2.1

METHODS
Branch & Bound

The solving algorithm for this experiment is relatively straightforward. The term ‘branch and bound’
was coined by Little et al. (Little et al., 1963)(Daan
van den Berg, 2019)2 but the basic principle existed earlier (Rossman and Twery, 1958a)(Rossman
and Twery, 1958b)(Eastman, 1958)3 (Land and Doig,
2010)(Land and Doig, 1960)4 . The paradigm appears
in roughly two algorithmic forms: a (priority) queue
based implementation and a stack-based implementation, which thereby follows a depth-first search tree
traversal. We will use the latter of the two, but both
forms are exact methods, and therefore guarantee a
solution iff it exists for any decision problem it is
deployed to, or return a 100% certain “no solution”
otherwise – given it has enough runtime to finish.
Along the same lines, depth-first branch and bound
is also solution-optimal when deployed to optimization problems, guaranteeing the best solution when
it finishes. The drawback of course, is that runtimes
2 Little et al.’s original published paper is digitally available only as a murky scan, or a work-in-progress-report, but
the second reference points towards a fully refurbished edition, clean and searchable, made available in 2020.
3 Most of these works are very old, outdating the internet, and not readily available in digital form.
4 Although both references point to the same paper, the
second one seems to be a republication. The original paper
is from 1960.

go up exponentially, exceeding the universe’s lifespan even for moderately sized problem instances. Our
implementation on the subset sum problem has complexity O(2n ), but it does have a strong strategy for
cutting down runtimes. Abiding by Steven Skiena’s
famous words “Clever pruning can make short work
of surprisingly hard problems” (Skiena, 1998), it cuts
branches from the search tree which are guaranteed to
not improve over the incumbent best solution (‘best’).
For subset sum, this means that when the algorithm is
approximating t, and has a current value cur higher
that t, no additional items are added to it, using t as a
bound when branching through the search space. The
algorithm thus effectively traverses all 2|S| sums, but
omits branches that cannot possibly result in a better
value than the incumbent best, thereby saving significant computation time. Finally, the boolean variable
targetFound ensures the algorithm halts as soon as
the first exact solution is found.
1. Preprocessing: sort S in descending order, assign cur := 0, i := 1, imax := |S|, best := ∞, t =
1 |S|
2 ∑i=1 xi , targetFound := f alse.
2. Assign cur1 := cur + si , cur2 := cur. If cur1 = t,
then assign targetFound := true. If cur1 < best :
best := cur1 .
3. If i < imax and cur1 < t and ¬targetFound: go to
2 with cur := cur1 , i = i + 1.
4. If i < imax and cur2 < t and ¬targetFound: go to
2 with cur := cur2 , i = i + 1.
The reason that t is chosen for the bound, and not best,
is that in general, the closest possible approximation
can be either higher or lower than t. So if at some
point in the previous example cur = 68, the incumbent best solution best = 71 and t = 74, it is unwise
to cut off along best, because 75 is still achievable,
be it on the other side of t. Only when cutting off
after the last addition has exceeded t assures further
addition cannot result in a better solution.

2.2 Templates & Instances
We fed the solving algorithm exactly 70 instances divided in 7 cohorts of 10 instances, each of which had
m = 78 bits of information in n = 12 positive integers
in its set. Every cohort was formed through a ‘strict
template’ that assigned a prespecified number of bits
b to every integer in the instance. As such, a 3-bit
template entry (‘3b’) results in a random integer, valued 4, 5, 6 or 7 in the instance. The template entry 6b
results in an randomly chosen integer between 32 and
64 in the problem instance (some explicit examples
are in Table 1). It is important to observe the notion
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Table 1: Seven ‘strict templates’ used for making 70 subset sum instances. A value such as 4b randomly generates a corresponding integer of exactly 4 bits, meaning it is randomly chosen between 8 and 16. The templates vary in eccentricity, ST3
being the most eccentric, and ST−3 being the flattest possible. For each template, one corresponding instance is given as an
example.
ST3
ST2
ST1
ST0
ST−1
ST−2
ST−3

Strict Template
(1b,1b,1b,1b,1b,4b,4b,5b,9b,13b,17b,21b)
(1b,1b,2b,2b,3b,4b,5b,6b,9b,12b,15b,18b)
(1b,1b,2b,4b,4b,5b,6b,7b,9b,11b,13b,15b)
(1b,2b,3b,4b,5b,6b,7b,8b,9b,10b,11b,12b)
(3b,3b,4b,4b,5b,6b,7b,8b,8b,9b,10b,11b)
(4b,4b,5b,5b,6b,6b,7b,7b,8b,8b,9b,9b)
(6b,6b,6b,6b,6b,6b,7b,7b,7b,7b,7b,7b)

of ‘strict’, which means that a template entry of 6b
results in an integer of exactly 6 bits, and not fewer.
This constraint ensures that all instances in all cohorts
have exactly 78 bits in total, making all experimental instances equal in both n and m. Still, despite this
stringent uniformity, the exact assignment of informational bits within the input has a formidable impact on
an instance’s hardness.
Centrally located in the list of strict templates is
ST0 , that increases linearly: 1b, 2b, 3b...12b, which,
from an information theory perspective, could be seen
as ‘scale free’ (Section 4). Below it, all templates
get increasingly flatter, reaching the flattest possible
template of 78 bits in 12 entries in ST−3 , which consists of six 6b-entries and six 7b-entries. The three
templates above the central template are increasingly
eccentric, with a flat beginning but rising increasingly faster towards the end. Unlike the lower half
of the strict templates, that ranges from linearly increasing to maximum flatness, the top half does not
range to maximum eccentricity. A maximally eccentric strict template for 78 bits and 12 entries is given
by (1b, 1b, 1b...1b, 67b), which would produce eleven
zeroes and ones, and one extremely large integer. So
even though the range of eccentricity extends a long
way upward, we did not incorporate any of these extremes. In its current setting, we think that the upper half of the table is representative for all templates
more eccentric than ST3 .

3

RESULTS

In this experiment, the eccentric subset sum instances
all have the exact same hardness, fixed at 2048 recursions. This is well explainable: the preprocessing step, which sorts the integers largest to smallest,
ensures the first recursion subtree immediately exceeds the target value t and thereby requires no further recursions, discarding half of the total search tree.
|S|
There can be only one integer si ≥ 12 ∑i=1 xi in an instance of the partition problem of this size, and such
an integer is present in all instances generated from
136

Example Instance
{0,1,1,1,0,10,12,17,478,7899,90607,1638220}
{1,1,3,3,6,15,23,40,423,3422,24181,251636}
{0,1,3,8,14,30,45,79,324,1145,4332,19120}
{1,2,6,12,19,35,115,247,305,563,1534,3828}
{7,6,9,13,16,55,109,175,230,330,909,1686}
{11,11,30,26,49,49,84,80,166,156,484,317}
{58,54,35,61,50,49,122,71,111,119,108,92}

templates ST3 , ST2 , ST1 and ST0 . Computationally
speaking therefore, the presence of such an integer
sets an upper bound of 2|S|−1 recursions on the instance’s hardness. The rest of the search tree, containing at most half the summed value distributed over 11
integers, needs to be fully checked to ensure the best
approximation, requiring exactly 2|S|−1 recursions.
Descending through Table 1, the instances in ST0 ’s
cohort are the first to show a little variation in their
computational cost (also see Fig. 1). In this region,
the largest integer in the instance no longer automatically constitutes half of the set’s total, but also the
algorithm sometimes performs one more step than
many other branch and bound implementations, because its target t can be approximated from below and
above.
The most interesting patterns however emerge
from ST−1 , ST−2 and especially ST−3 . In this area,
most subtrees are non-prunable because the integers
reside in the same range of values, which causes all
of the search tree to be exhaustively searched in the
worst case (even though this never happened in this
|S|
experiment, likely because t = 12 ∑i=1 xi for all instances). But computation time doesn’t only increase
in these regions; there are also significant setbacks
in computational cost. These occur when instances
have exact solutions, and the search can be halted
altogether once one is found. As instances flatten,
mostly in the ST−3 -area, exact solutions become ever
more rife, causing the search process to halt earlier.
But the instances without an exact solution are indeed harder, so the somewhat paradoxical conclusion
is that in this region, the hardest instances and the
easiest instances are very close together, tightly intermingled in the same confined area of ST−3 . In this
area, instances’ integers can be said to have mutual
information, a concept well-known from information
theory, the broader ramifications of which will be discussed next.
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Figure 1: Strict templates of different eccentricity have different hardness patterns. Templates more eccentric than the linear
template ST0 have no variation in computational hardness. Templates less eccentric than ST0 have both harder and easier
instances.

4

INFORMATION THEORY

The template approach we are adopting in this paper is motivated by an information theoretical analysis
of the subset sum problem and its instance hardness.
Earlier and related work can be found in (Adriaans
and Van Benthem, 2008; Adriaans, 2020b; Adriaans,
2020a).
Generally speaking, let S be a set of numbers
∈ N+ , let target value t be a natural number, and let
the pair (S,t) be a corresponding instance of the subset sum problem. Such an instance will, from an information theoretical perspective be hard if t contains
‘minimal’ information about the subsets of S. In other
words, suppose (S,t) is a yes-instance of subset sum
and (S,tno ) is a no-instance, then it should be difficult
to distinguish these two: there should be no computational predicate (i.e. a computer program) that readily identifies some structural difference between the
two. Using insights from information theory we can
argue that such instances exist, although we can never
construct them explicitly. The conditions we have to
create are prima facie simple:
1. The set S should have maximal entropy.
2. The numbers t and tno should have maximal entropy given S.
In order to identify the numbers that satisfy the second
condition we can use the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1. Let S be a finite set of objects of cardinality n. The maximal amount of conditional information I(Si |S) in a subset Si ⊂ S is n bits, for large
enough n, and it is reached when we select 12 n elements from S under uniform distribution.
Proof: When we select k objects from
a set with cardi
nality n, we need at most log2 nk bits for an index of
this subset, since there are nk of such subsets. Newton’s binomium is symmetrical
and peaks at the value

k = 12 n with log2 1nn ≈ n. Asymptotically we have:
2

log2 1nn
2
lim
=1
n→∞
n
If we use a Bernoulli process (i.e. coin flipping) to select the elements of Si we may, without loss of generality, assume that it has maximal conditional entropy.

In order to understand how Lemma 4.1 can be used to
identify hard cases of subset sum, we first turn our attention to exemplars that have very low entropy: sets
that contain only powers of two. Equation 1 illustrates
the special nature of these sets:
Σni=0 2i = 2n+1 − 1

(1)

Furthermore, it will prove useful to define the notion
of the scale of a number:
Definition 4.2. The scale of a number n ∈ N+ is given
by sc(n) = dlog2 (n)e.
137
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The scale of a binary number is related to the number
of bits we need to encode it. We observe that, when
S consists only of powers of two, any corresponding
subset sum problem instance (S,t) is trivial and can
be solved in polynomial time. We can simply use
Equation 1 to estimate the scale of the target number t
and estimate its constituents. This procedure is analogously effectuated by our branch and bound on strict
template ST0 as found in Table 1. There is nothing obscure about this: positional number systems are based
on the fact that any numbers can be easily rewritten as
the sum of the powers of the base (in this case 2). We
use this trivial concept every day from the moment we
learn elementary arithmetic (in this case base 10).
Next, we define the set of powers of two, ranging
from 20 to 2n as the scale-free reference set SFn :
Definition 4.3. The scale-free reference set SFn =
{2i |0 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Observe that we have Σx∈SFn x = 2n+1 − 1. Note
that we can interpret the set SFn as a set of numbers
with typical scales and we can interpret Equation 1
as marking a scale transition: the scale of a number
n is associated with the largest set of powers of two
that sums up to a value smaller than n. Things get
interesting with the following theorem:
Theorem 4.4. The set of sums associated with subsets
of SFn with maximal entropy is scale-free.
Proof: Take set SFn , and apply lemma 4.1. A subset
SFn0 ⊂ SFn with maximal entropy has ≈ 12 n elements,
but there is no element of any scale from SFn that is
guaranteed to be in SFn0 . By equation 1, the scale of
Σx∈SFn0 x is not fixed over the set of subsets of SFn with
maximal conditional information.
The down-to-earth version of theorem 4.4 tells us
that when we use uniform distributions to select subsets of SFn with maximal entropy, then the sums resulting from these sets can have any value. To put
it even more simply: random numbers selected with
reference to a scale-free set can have any value, large
or small. The reverse of this result motivates the following observation:
Lemma 4.5. Let SF be a scale-free set, let t be a
target value and let (SF,t) be a corresponding subset sum problem instance, then sc(t), the scale of t,
gives no indication about the conditional complexity
I(t|SF) of t.
Proof: Immediate consequence of lemma 4.4. 
We can now use Lemma 4.5 to generate instances
of subset sum that, from an information theoretical
perspective, are hard. Instead of using the low complexity set SFn = {2i |0 ≤ i ≤ n} we use a set with bit
templates of every scale:
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Definition 4.6. A randomized linear scale free set
SFnr of binary numbers of order n is a set of n random binary numbers with for each i ∈ N ≤ n exactly
one number with a representation of i bits.
Such sets
• are still scale-free, so lemma 4.5 applies: let SFnr
be a randomized linear scale-free set and t a number in a reasonable range [0, 12 n(n + 1)] then the
size of t does not give any information about its
conditional complexity.
• have maximal entropy. We could use any random
string of length 12 n(n+1) bit to generate a set with
n elements by simply cutting the string in n segments of increasing length.
• when used as a template, produce subset sum
problem instances that are constraint-free. Every
random string of sufficient length defines an instance of the problem class.
• have high average case complexity, by the same
reasoning.
• contain random numbers, and consequently are
always between 2i and 2i+1 for some value of i.
Thereby, the conditions of equation 1 are not satisfied: the sums that can be constructed on the basis
of subsets of SFnr will have holes and doubles on
any scale. Differently put: yes- and no-instances
for target values t will be mixed at every reasonable scale.
With the definition of the concept of randomized linear scale free sets we have reached our goal of defining a class of subset sum problems that are hard from
an information theoretical point of view:
1. The sets SFnr have maximal entropy.
2. There are yes-instances (SFnr ,t) and no-instances
(SFnr ,tno ) for which the numbers t and tno have
maximal conditional entropy given SFnr .
This result does not in itself prove that subset sum
problems based on scale-free templates are algorithmically hard, but it does explain the results of the
small experiment we report in this paper, and the pivotal role of the ST0 set. We expect the phase transition
marked by scale-free sets to be more expressive when
larger examples are analyzed.

5

DISCUSSION

It seems that the distribution of informational bits
among the integers in a subset sum instance can play
a critical role in its experimental hardness. Each of
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the 70 instances solved in this study, had n = 12 integers, and m = 78 input bits – no exceptions. But the
distribution of informational bits over the input elements was very different, and that seems to make a
huge difference.
Part of the hardness differentiation might be due
to the intrinsically binary nature of our branch and
bound algorithm, which decides on including or excluding a single element at the time. For very skewed
information distributions, as found in the random
instances generated by eccentric strict templates, it
thereby allows to discard half the search tree from the
root, effectively halving the runtime. There is even
a situation conceivable in which every non-discarded
subtree can also be split into directly discardable subtrees. For these numbers of bits and integers, it is the
set {1, 2, 4, 8...2048}, a special ‘maximal’ instance
from template ST0 , which is likely the easiest existable instance in our experiment. From an informational theoretical perspective however, scale-free
non-strict templates can be used to generate hard subset sum instances.

6

FUTURE WORK

There has been a lot of research on instance
hardness for various NP-complete problems, such
as SAT, K-colorability, VLSI routing and rectangle packing (Cheeseman et al., 1991)(Mitchell
et al., 1992)(Mu and Hoos, 2015)(Kirkpatrick and
Selman, 1994)(Turner, 1988)(Hogg and Williams,
1994)(Venkatesan and Levin, 1988)(Jansen et al.,
2020)(van den Berg et al., 2016)(Pejic and van den
Berg, 2020).
For the Hamiltonian cycle problem, also NPcomplete, there seems to be an interesting similarity with this study. Although in completely random
ensembles, the hardest instances are located in an
area around the Komlós-Szemerédi bound (Cheeseman et al., 1991)(van Horn et al., 2018)(Komlós and
Szemerédi, 1983)(Sleegers and Berg, 2021), an uninformed heuristical search found the hardest problem instances in a very edge-dense region (Sleegers
and van den Berg, 2020b)(Sleegers and van den Berg,
2020a). The most interesting similarity in results
however, is that in this edge-dense region, the hardest and easiest Hamiltonian cycle problem instances
were very close together, separated by just one bit
of information. Could it be that the Hamiltonian cycle instances in the edge-dense region have something in common with NP-complete subset sum instances generated through flat templates? With some
imagination, both areas could be seen as ‘low entropy

plains’, dense in solutions, but punctured with numerous very small very deep holes in which very hard
instances live – instances that have no solutions, and
voraciously devour algorithmic recursions while trying to find one.
There is also some relevant work on instance hardness for NP-hard optimization problems. Most relevant might be studies on the asymmetric traveling
salesman problem. The standard deviation in the distance matrix generation procedure turned out to be
an unreliable predictor of instance hardness (Cheeseman et al., 1991)(Sleegers et al., 2020), but a later
study by WeiXiong Zhang and Richard Korf, solved
their ATSP instances with a branch and bound algorithm similar, but not identical, to ours (Zhang and
Korf, 1996). They didn’t use (strict) templates, but
did something very similar, drawing their matrix entries from {0, 1, 2...r}. Their finding, and this is really
interesting, is a ‘complexity transition’ similar but not
identical to ours, and their explanation of the controlling factor: the number of distinct entries in the matrix. Are we again looking at instance entropy as a
predictive data analytic for instance hardness? Less
diverse entries in a subset sum instance means fewer
different outcomes too, but the difference between
‘less’ and ‘fewer’ is so mysterious in this context that
we dare not speculate any further. We need more evidence, so as for the future, it looks like we’ve got our
work cut out for us.
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